BDU's

Vendors

Item

Where to Estimated
buy
cost

Comments

Arian's Supply Sergeant
(530) 622-3414
469 Main St, Placerville, CA 95667

Shirt

Arians or
Vanguard

Buy the summer weight as identified by "lines" and lighter weight
material.

Vanguard

$32

May have used item in Sq 85 Shed
Pants

Arians or
Vanguard

$32

Buy the summer weight as identified by "lines" and lighter weight
material
May have used item in Sq 85 Shed

Black socks

Local store

Boots

Arians or
Vanguard

$20 - $60

Supply Sergeant has a pair of black jungle boots for $20 to $30. These
aren't bad for an inexpensive starter pair and most cadets won't be
bothered during the meetings. On all day events, the boots can cause
sore feet.

CA patch

Vanguard

$2.15

Appears on left shoulder
Item#: CAP0637D

US flag patch

Vanguard

$5

Stars on the right (reverse flying) and gold border
Item#: 4432430

Name tape

Vanguard

$4

Cadets last name (white letters on blue background)
Item#: CAP0599HA
One required. May not be a bad idea to get a couple extra for jackets or
to sew on duffle bags

CAP tape

Vanguard

$1.70

One required for shirt. If you get a BDU jacket, then you will need
another one.

??? / $2.50

Optional but helpful. Used to fold pants above the boot. Some find the
"rubber band" style easier. Others find the Velcro "boot band" style
more comfortable

$9.45

Item#: 2500510

Blousing strap / velcro
band
Black boot polish and
kit

Local store

Belt with black open
face buckle

Vanguard

Estimated total

Usually heavy cotton or wool.

~$120

Blues

Item

Where to buy

Estimated cost

Comments

Shirt - short sleeve

Apply for free item first.
Otherwise, Vanguard.

$44

May be obtained free after joining.

Slacks

Apply for free item first.
Otherwise, Vanguard.

$55

May be obtained free after joining.
Will be un-hemmed.

Name tag

Vanguard

$3.50

Item#: CAP0599M

First several ribbons and Vanguard
mounting bar

Ribbons: $1
Mounting bar ~
$1.20

Shoes

Vanguard

$40

White t-shirt

Local store

Item#: CAP2800NM

Black dress socks

Local store

Tie

Vanguard

Flight cap

Vanguard

$18

Male - Item#: CAP0994K
Female - Item#: CAP1015J

Flight cap device

Vanguard

$6.50

Round metal emblem to pin on side of flight cap.
Item#: CAP0748A

Belt with Silver buckle

Vanguard

$15

Item#: 2500500

$85

Estimate does NOT include the shirt and slacks

Estimated total

Optional. Ties are only required when wearing a
long sleeved shirt.
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